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1. INTRODUCTION 

By now, investigations of e+e- annihilation at energies 
3.6 GeV ~IS ~7. 8 GeV has made it possible to accumu
late a large aggregate of experimental data on anoma
lous e"',.,.'f events[1-3] and anomalous inclusive muon pro
duction. [3-5] The experimentally observed properties of 
these anomalous events agree best with the hypothesis 
that their source is the production and subsequent decay 
of a pair of heavy leptons T* (with mass M-l. 8-2.0 
GeV)Z) 

(1) 

At present there is no other simple hypothesis capable 
of providing a unified explanation for the entire aggre
gate of the data. 

In addition, all the data on the total cross section of 
the reaction e+ e- - hadrons, [e, 7] on the energy dependence 
of two-track events, [7] and on the inclusive yield of the 
K~ and K'" mesons[S,9] are reasonably well described 
precisely under the assumption that T+ T- pairs are pro
duced in addition to the charmed hadrons at IS ;" 4 
GeV.UO] 

The apparent lack of any manifestations of the T'" in 
neutrino experiments (e. g., [11,12]) as well as data on the 
anomalous e+e- and ,.,.+,.,.- events[13] are simplest to recon
cile with the hypothesis that the T'" lepton is of the se
quential type/a] 1. e., it has a new lepton number and is 
connected with a new neutrino V,.. 3) 

We emphasize that it can now be regarded as reliably 
established that the sources of the anomalous events are 
multiparticle decays of heavy-particle pairs with fixed 
mass (M"'1.6-2.0 GeV)(e.g.,[3,18]). However, the 
question of identifying the particles with just the T'" lep
tons calls undoubtedly for additional detailed investiga
tions. 

This situation is made complicated here by the fact 
that in e+ e- annihilation it is precisely in this mass re
gion that production of pairs of charmed hadrons have 
been observed with substantial semileptonic decays. £17,lS] 
In addition, a direct verification of the heavy-lepton hy
pothesis is made difficult by the fact that a nondetectable 
neutrino is always present in lepton decays. 

To exclude reliably a possible connection between the 

anomalous events and the charmed hadrons, it is neces
sary first to obtain more stringent experimental con
straints on the hadron and photon accompaniment of e,.,. 
events, as well as on the absence of any correlations 
whatever between the energy dependence of the anoma
lous-lepton yield and the structures in a(e+ e- - had-
rons ~[8, 7] 4) 

To confirm the heavy-lepton hypothesis, the primary 
problems are a check on the pointlike character of the 
(T+T-Y) vertex (e. g., by determining the angular distri
butions of the secondary leptons[3,19]), measurement of 
the spin of this particle, as well as a thorough study of 
the characteristics of the decays5) 

T"''''''',(V,) +e"'+v. (".) • (2a) 

T"''''''',('II,) +/1"'+v.(".). (2b) 

T"''''''',('II,) +n'" (K"'). (3) 

T"' .... ",('II,) +p± (K'±). (4) 

1:±""V, (v,) +A,"'(Q±). (5) 

Hereafter we assume for simplicity that T'" is a sequen
tial lepton. The properties of such leptons L '" for a com
mon V,A structure of the current (LVL) and arbitrary VL 
neutrino mass have been investigated in great detail 
(e. g., [a.20-23]), Detailed calculations of the character
istics of the inclusive spectra of secondary leptons from 
L'" decays of type (2) have been carried out in many pa
pers (e. g., [19.22-25]). These spectra have a number of 
characteristic kinematic features, £19.23] and this makes 
it possible in principle, by comparison with the experi
mental data, to determine the masses of L'" and VL as 
well as draw conclusions concerning the structure of the 
current (LVL), the vertex (L+L"y), and the spin of L"'. 

Of particular interest for the confirmation of the T'" 

hypothesis are the fundamental hadron decays (3) and (4). 
Measurement of the contribution of these decays to the 
hadron spectra in e+ e- collisions can be carried out, for 
example, by selecting events containing e or ,.,., or else 
events with two charged particles (neb =2) (which account 
for the bulk of the contribution of the T+T- decaysU8.2S]). 
Particular ly important are experiments at the maximum 
attainable energies, where the background situation 
should be most favorable for the separation of the T'" 

contribution. 
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In the present paper we calculate in detail and analyze 
the inclusive distributions of the 'IT~ from decays (3) and 
(4) of the heavy lepton T~ assuming a (V ±A) structure 
of the current (T vT ) at an arbitrary mass of the neutrino 
VT • We show that the energy spectra of the pions from 
such decays have a distinct form that depends substan
tially on the values of M(T~) and m(vT ). In the Appendix 
we present analytic formulas for the partial widths of 
the L ~ decays with allowance for the masses of the neu
tral secondary leptons. 

The determination of the contribution made to the had
ron spectra by the decay (5) is fraught with a number of 
indeterminacies and will not be considered here. We 
note only that the relative share of the channel (5) in the 
T~ decay is small (r Al /rtot - 8-10% [22,2S1). 

2. DISTRIBUTION OF PSEUDOSCALAR MESONS 
FROM THE DECAYS U~;;L(vd+lI'±(K±) 

The differential cross section for the production of a 
pseudoscalar meson P = 'IT = or K = as a result of decays 
of the type (3) is represented in the form (the designa
tions of the 4-momenta are shown in Fig. 1) 

oocl'ap _ ~[1 + M' + r'(1-z') _ (ooE-Moo')' (1-3z') ]. 
cl'k ~P 32E'kk' E' 2E' 2k'E' 

(6) 

Here {3p is the relative fraction of the L ~ decays via 
channel (3) (see Appendix I), E = .fs/2 is the energy of 
the initial e\ r is the L= momenfiun in the c. m. s., w 
and k are the energy and momentum of the P meson, Z 

= cos6p , 6p is the angle of the emission of P relative to 
the e+ and e- collision axis, M is the L= mass, m is the 
VL(VL) mass, jJ.p is the P mass, w* = (M2 + jJ.~ - m2)/2M 
is the P energy in the rest system of L~, and k* = (W*2 
_ jJ.~)l/2. 

The values of wand 6p vary in the following ranges 

(oo'-vLk') / M"';;' 200 / l's"';;' (00' 
+vLk') 1M, O"';;'Sp';;n, 

where vL=r/E is the L= velocity. 

(7) 

In the cases of practical interest, the decays T~ 
-VT(VT) + 'IT = and T~-VT(VT)+PZ, to enhance the relative 
contribution of the T+ T- scattering to the observed e+ e--
annihilation cross section, it may be convenient to mea
sure the pion spectra in events with e=(jJ.=)'IT'f correlations 
or with ncb =2 (and (or) in events that contain no K me
sons). Then it is necessary to add in formula (6) and in 
formulas (11) and (12) below a factor YP, v corresponding 
to the restrictions imposed on the appropriate decay 
channel of the second lepton. 

According to (6), in the nonrelativistic limit «E -M)/ 
M«l) the P are produced isotropically, and at E»M 
the angular distribution of the fast particles coincides 
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with the L+L- distribution, i. e., it takes the form d(J/ 
dn-l +cos26p if the L= spin is equal to 1/2. The dis
tribution of 'IT~(K=) from the decay (3) with respect to w 
has a step like form, a result of the two-particle charac
ter of the decay . 

It is interesting that in the approximation jJ.p = 0 the 
expression for the angular distribution, integrated with 
respect to w, can be represented in the form 

(8) 

where 

(9) 

The quantity a(vL) =vlI(2 - vf} at a spin 1/2 characterizes 
the angular distribution ot T+ T- in process (1): 

(10) 

Using the approaches developed in[2o.2S] it is easily 
shown that an expression of the type (8) is valid for the 
case of an arbitrary L= decay (if we neglect the mass of 
the detected particle) and is determined only by the L~ 
spin.8) Thus, the angular distributions of the secondary 
particles (in particular, from the decay (2» can yield in 
prinCiple information on the L = spin. 

Formula (8) can be easily generalized to the case of 
transverse polarizations t.. and t_ of the initial e+ and e-, 
respectively. In the case of transverse antiparallel po
larization, which is of practical interest, it is necessary 
to make in (8) the substitution (see, e. g., [28]) 

where ~ is the azimuthal angle between the direction of 
the polarization t- and the plane of the reaction. 

The distribution of P from the decays (3) with respect 
to the variable 1I=w/E=2w/.fs is given by 

1 clap M ( M" ) 
~-=~P- 1+-. 
a,.. clT] 2k' 2E' (11) 

Here (J,.,. = 4'ITa 2/3s is the cross section of the process 
e+ e- - jJ.+ jJ.- at ...[ s »m,.. The height of the steplike dis
tribution (11) depends on the parameters ~p, M2/E2, 
and m2/M2 (at jJ.p« m). 

For the lepton T, the value of ~.(M, m) has been cal
culated quite reliably (e. g. ,[2O-ZS]), and this makes it 
possible in principle to determine the masses M and m 
from the observed height of the plateau and from the 
extreme values of the 'IT~ energy (7). ,Interest attaches 
here to the region of the upper boundary of the spectrum, 
inasmuch as the largest 1Imu of all the hadron decays of 
T: are obtained in the decay (3). In addition, in contrast 
to the case (3), the spectra of 'IT from all other T~ decays 
(and also from the decays of charmed mesons) decrease 
steeply enough with increasing 11 as 1I-1Imu' 
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FIG. 2. 

3. DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE PSEUDOSCALAR. 
MESONS FROM THE CASCADE 

L"'_;;(v,)+p"'(KU), p"'-:rI"'+:rI' 

(K u_K"'+:rI',K*±_ K'(K')+:rI"') 

The expression for the differential cross section for 
the production of 1T*(K.) via decay of the vector mesons 
V*=p*,K** in the process e+e--L·(-VL+"V+, VL+:Y-) -
+L*'is quite cumbersome and is given in Appendix n in 
the approximation ry«my, where ry is the width of Y 
(the particle";4-momenta are designated on Fig. 2). 

The distribution in the variable TJ=Wl/E (WI is the 
,..*(K.) energy in the e+e- c. m. s.) is represented in the 
form 

_1 do ... =~ Bvmy' (1+~)[( 1-~)' 
a .. d'l M' k'(k,')' 2E' M' 

+ m"'(1+~)_2~]-' 
M' M' M' 

X{[~!J)"'!J)"+~!J)"'M'-~M!J)'k"']lnX 
m~ 2 2 

+-.!.. [X .. (z",'-m,'M') ",-X,. (zll'-m,zM') 'I,] 
2 

-2~!J)'!J),'[ (z"'-m"M')'h-(z,i-m"M')'h]}. 
mv 

(12) 

Here w* and k* are the energy and the momentum V in 
the L· rest system, wT and kt are the energy and mo
mentum of 1T*(K.) in the Y rest system, my is the V 
mass, ml is the mass of the detected 1T(K), f3 v is the 
relative fraction of L decays via channel (4), and By is 
the relative fraction of the p - 21T(K * - K n-) decays. The 
values of w* and wt are 

!J)'=(M'+mv'-m')/2M, 
(13) 

where ma is the mass of the second (neutral) meson from 
the Y decay. The values of X, x"" and XII in (12) are re
spectively 

X=[x .. + (z .. '-m,'M') "']/[z,,+(z,,'-m,'M')"" I, 
zm=CiJ,E-ktrZm, %Jl=oo.E-ktrz., 

I 

where 

. {!J),E-M!J),. 1} 
ZJl=mm ktT ' t 

(14) 

(15) 

kl is the 1/"*(K*) momentum in the e+ e- c. m. s., Wll1(Wllft) 
is the maximal (minimal) energy of the 1I".(K*) in the L· 
rest system: 

!J)'M=(!J)l·!J)'±k,'k·)lmv. (16) 
, .. 

Formula (12) was obtained in the approximation with 
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r y« m y. The corresponding expression, with a finite 
value of ry taken into account, is given in Appendix m. 
The zero-width approximation is convenient for the 
analysis of the behavior of the spectra and serves as a 
good guideline when it comes to determining the charac
teristic features of these spectra. 

Tables I and n give the values of x'" and XII for differ
ent intervals of WI as functions of the velocity VL =r/E; 
the following symbols are used: 

k",= (CIltlll-m,l) I,., 
lil.,,=E[ !J)lm±vLk,m]/M, 
«»1.11-6)s", kiM 

VLt - ku,+kt", t VLI -=:I 6)lfA t 

klfA==(mtml-m,l)I", 
lil, .• =E [!J),Jl±VLk,,. ]1 M, 

(1)111-0)1'" kiM 

VLI - klx-k urt. t VL .. " ~. (17) 

Analyzing (12) in various regions of WI and USing Ta
bles I and n, we can determine the characteristic fea
tures of this distribution. At relatively small VL 

(18) 

in the energy region 

(19) 

the distribution (12) has a minimum at the point 

!J),=M!J)·!J),·lmyE. (20) 

The distribution (12) decreases monotonically in the 
region wa < WI < Wo and increases monotonically in the re
gion WI < W2' It also increases monotonically in the re
gion WO<Wl <wa and decreases monotOnically at Wl>Wa. 
Consequently, if the condition (18) is satisfied, the dis-

TABLE I. 

O"VL"VLl 

~'''OI'''~'I EOI.+rk. I MOIlm 
... "01."01, EOI.+rk. EOI.-rk. 
;;;.,,01.,,00, MOIU1 EOI.-rk. 

rLl"vL "rL2 

~.<(J)1<~31 Em1+rk1 I MOlIm. 
... "01."... MOI1~l MCIllm 

;;;." 01 • ..;; 00, ]I[ OI1M EOI, - rk, 

PL." r L "VL3 

m."OI." 00. EOI.+rk. 

01.,,01.";;", EOI,+rk, 

;;;...: 01.": 00. ll-[OI'M 
0;,,, 01." 00, MOI1M 

l"LS" vL " vL, 

ml<ml,0i3 
0;.,,01.":00. 
0;,,, 01.": 00. 
;;;." 01." i4, 

;;;'''01.,,;;;.\ 
~"CIl.,,~. 
01.,,01.,,01, 

EOI.+rk. 
MOI1M 

MOI1M 

MOI1M 

VL, "vL 

MOI1M 
]l[OI1M 
]l[CIllM 

EOI.-rk, 

Mool1" 

Moolm. 
ECIl.-rk. 

EOI,-rk1 

EOI.-rk. 

MOIl'" 
EOI.-rk. 

*The data in the table are valid at 
- [ .... + .... ]'1. 

m+ntv <M<mv ~ 

["'Tl6lt·- m t) ]'" + 2ml +m.t; 

~"2+ ",·1 (mv' )'1. 
M;;'",v 1 1 + 4 _(d·2t·2 +ml • -mr- mt' 1 1 
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TABLE II. 

... "'m "'M 

O'VL'VL. 

ro""",i.i,,/ EI», + rk, I M"'lm 
~., "",~, E"'l + rk, E"" - rk, 

""'''''''''< M"'lM E",,-rk, 

VL2<VL~VLl 

m1<COl<rol E",,+rk, EWl-rkl 

ro""",i.i" E",,+rk, MIDlffl 

ffi;z,Oh<Ws E",,+rk, E Cfh- rk l 

ro" 1»" ro, MIDIM E6)1 -tk1 

V L1 , vL < vL1 

ml'<Wl,OOl E",,+rk, Eoo1-rk1 

ro" "'" ro, E",,+rk, Moo1m 

003 , CJ)1 <0;2 M"'lM MCl\m 

ro" "'" ro, M""M Erol-rk1 

Vl.3' VL , VL • 

m1''''1'ro,! E"'1+ rk1 EW1-rkl 

~''''1'~11 M"'lM EIDl-rkl 

"',,1»1''''' MIDIM MCOlffl 

~<rol<ro4 M"'tM ECJ)l-rk l 

"L4 <VL 

~""'1'~11 MI»'M EIDl-rk l 

"" '''''' "'. M"',M !¥lco1ffl 

ro" "'1' ro, M"'lM E@1-rk 1 

*The data in the table are valid at 

tribution (12) has two maxima at the points WI = W2 and 
WI = Ws and a minimum at the point (20), i. e., it has a 
double hump. 

At sufficiently high velocities of L", when 

(21) 

the distribution of 1I"~(K~) with respect to TJ acquires a 
plateau, to the left and right of which the distribution de
creases rapidly. If the velocity VL is in the range 

(22) 

then this plateau lies in the following range of the ener
gies WI: 

(23) 

On the other hand if 

(24) 

then the plateau lies in the interval 

(25) 

This characteristic behavior of the spectra of the had
rons from the decay (4) can be qualitatively illustrated by 
analyzing the region of integration with respect to the 
variables TJ and y (where My is the pion energy in the 
rest system of the heavy lepton), a region considered in 
detail in[23J. The specifics of the decay (4), which makes 
in particular the double hump possible, is connected with 
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the additional constraint (16), as well as with the fact 
that in this case the distribution of (y2_m¥/M2)1/2C(Y) 
has a characteristic minimum at y =w*wt/2Mmv (cor
responding to kinematic suppression of the contribution 
of the transverse polarization V). 

When account is taken of the p(K*) Width, the plateau 
turns into an asymmetrical maximum with a steeper de
crease of the distribution on the left than on the right. 
We call attention to one circumstance: the width of the 
plateau or of the maximum, when account is taken of 
the finite width of the resonance in the region (24), is 
W2 - WI =2rk lm /M and increases with increaSing energy, 
and this may be important for its observation. In term 
of the variable TJ the width of this plateau (maximum) 
ATJ=2vL klm/M is practically constant (at E» M). 

Figure 3 shows by way of example the distribution with 
respect to TJ for pions from p-meson decay at various 
initial energies E, at M = 1. 8 GeV, and at m =0; these 
illustrate the described behavior of the inclusive energy 
spectra of the pions from the decay (4). The dashed 
curves on Fig. 3 were calculated with allowance for the 
p-meson width. It is seen from Fig. 3a that the posi
tions of the maxima and minima of the function (12) at 
low heavy-lepton velocities (18) do not change in com
parison with the zero-width approximation, although the 
shape of the curve is somewhat altered. 

The characteristic double hump of the energy spec
trum of the pions at low velocities VT (18) and its trans
formation into a Single maximum at relatively higher 
velocities (21), with a width determined by formulas 
(23) and (25), is an important feature of the cascade of 
the decays T - liT + P and p - 11" + 11", which can be used to 
detect the conversion of a heavy lepton by the decay 
mode (4) jOintly with the decays (2) and to determine the 
masses of T and liT from the characteristic singularities 
of the pion spectrum. We note that when the finite width 
of p is taken into account the steep fall-off of the spec-

I d5 
hBI'(ipp dIJ 
3 

2 

2 

o 0.2 0.0 

d 

b 

! ! 

o 0.2 0." 0.0 
l;ow,/E 

FIG. 3. Distribution of pions from the decay of a p meson pro
duced in process (4) relative to the variable 1) = wjlE: a) E 
=1.9 GeV, b)E=2.0GeVc)E=2.4GeV, d) E=4.3 GeV. The 
heavy lepton mass is M = 1. 8 GeV. Solid curve-without allow
ance for the width of p, dashed-assuming a width r p =O.152 
GeV. 
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the quantity 
'Y,=(r,/r;oV(r,/rfO) on a=m/M at 
various structures of the current 
(r v L)' It is assumed that M = 1. 8 
GeV; ac= O. 39 corresponds to the re
striction m < O. 7 GeV. 

trum on the left of the maximum begins near a point cor
responding to the start of the plateau if the approxima
tion rp-o is used (see Fig. 3d). 

We note that at fixed sand W1 >W3 the cross section 
d(Jp I d1] decreases with increasing 1] no faster than 11max 

- 1], whereas it appears that one should expect a much 
steeper fall-off, - (1]max - 1])1+" for the contribution of the 
many-hadron decays of r* and of the heavy mesons to 
the pion spectra. [23] Thus, the contribution of the decays 
(3) and (4) to the spectra may turn out to be decisive at 
large 1], particularly at high -is. 

The contribution to the pion spectra from the light 
quark-partons (for which a decrease no slower than 1 - 1] 

is usually assumed as 1]-1) can be suppressed by selec
tion rules (e.g., nCh=2 and (or) rr-e(/J.) correlations). 

At relatively low velocities VT there can appear in the 
pion spectrum a distinct maximum at 1]"" t(l _ m21M2) 
x (1 - vT ), corresponding mainly to the inclusion of the 
decay (3) (m,IM«l) and (at m~/M2«1) to the right
hand hump in the distribution of the pions from the de
cay (4). 

4. CONCLUSION 

The experimental data on events with anomalous lep
tons[1-5] and a number of inclusive characteristics of 
e+ e- annihilation[10] offer quite weighty evidence in favor 
of the existence of the heavy lepton r*. A final confir
mation of the heavy-lepton hypothesis, however, calls 
for the performance of a number of precision measure
ments with sufficient statistics. 

In particular, this question can be solved in experi
ments on the measurement of the angular and energy 
spectra of secondary leptons and hadrons from the de
cays (2)-(4). The predicted simple qualitative behavior 
of the energy spectra of the hadrons from the decays (3) 
and (4), namely: the presence of a plateau between defi
nite values of the energies, and also the double-hump 
and single-hump distributions, can bE) quite useful in the 
determination of the parameters of r*. The problem of 
determining the structure of the current (T liT) can also 
be solved in prinCiple (if m *0) by measuring the ratios 
of the partial widths of the r* decays (see Appendix I 
and Fig. 4). 

We have recently learned of a paper[28] likewise de
voted to a discussion of hadron spectra produced in e+ e
annihilation by r+r- decays. That paper, however, cites 
only numerical results for the spectra of the hadrons 
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from the decays (3)-(5) at m =0. It presents also ana
lytic expressions for the spectra of the hadrons from the 
decay (4) at arbitrary values of m, but no detailed analy
sis of the properties of these spectra in all the kinematic 
configurations. In addition, a number of our results do 
not agree with those of[28], in particular the heights of 
the humps in the limit of zero width of the vector meson. 

The authors are most grateful to Ya. I. Azimov, B. L. 
loffe, L. B. Okun', and L. L. Frankfurt for useful dis
CUSSions, and also V. F. Dobren'kov and Yu. A. Golub
kov for help with the calculations. 

APPENDIX I 

The general expression for the partial width of the de
cay of L - via the channel 

at arbitrary (V, A) structure of the current (L IIL)[31] 

lL'=Ll'[cosa(1+y,)+sina(1-1') ]VL (I. 2) 

is of the form 

G2M2 t mIU 

r x""r(L- ..... VL+X) = g;- J dtllxl [F,X (a', t) +atFir (a', t)sin 2a], 
t .... 

(I. 3) 

where 

FiX (a', t) =p,'" (q') [( 1-a') '+t(1+a'}-2t']+p,x (q') [(i-a') '-t( i +a') ], 

F,x (a', t) =-6p,x (g') +2p,x (q'), (1.4) 
a=m/M, t=g'/M', g''''''mx', 

Ilx I is the momentum of ilL in the rest system of L-: 

IIxl ='/,M[ (1-a'-t)'-4a't]''', (1.5) 

pf.(q2) and ri(q2) are the spectral functions of the weak 
current Jr. [20,21] 

It is easily seen that the values of all the partial widths 
r x decrease with increasing mlM, and from the ratio of 
these values for different L * decays we can in principle, 
at m *0, still obtain information on the structure of the 
current (iIlL) (for example if the masses of M and m 
were determined beforehand from the form of the spec
tra of the secondary leptons and (or) hadrons). 

The most sensitive to the interference of the left-hand 
and right-hand currents (corresponding to the coefficient 
of sin2a in (I. 3» are decays with large effective values 
of mx, particularly the decays (2). 

1. The decay L ± -+ vL ("L) + I:± + ",W,) 

If m,*IM«l and the current (ZVL) has a (V-A) struc
ture, then the lepton width r, = r(L * - VL ("L) + l * + II, (V,» 
is given by formulas (1.3) and (1.4), where 

p.'=1/6n', p,,=o, 

and can be reduced to the form 

r,=r,") [N. (a) +aN,(a) sin 2a]; 

Berkov et al. 
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here 

N,(a) =(1-a') (1-84'+a') +244' In (1/a) , 
N,(a) =-2[ (1-a') (1+104'+a') -12a'(1+a') In (1/a)], 

r/'> ... r,(m, m,=O) =G'M'/192n'. 

(I.8a) 
(I.8b) 

(1.9) 

Expressions (1.7) and (1.8) coincide with the results 
of[U]. We note that at fixed values of M and m 

r, (A» r,(V±A »r,(V). (1.10) 

If we do not neglect the muon masl!z. then in the case of 
a (V ±A) structure of the current (LIIL) a calculation of 
the exact expression of the width r,. can be found intlD]. 

2. The decay L ± -+VL (ilL) +11'± (K±) 

In this case (e. g. , taO]) we have 

and 

p~.K =0, p:.K (q') = (g •. K)'6 (q'-m:.x). 

g"=f. cos 6c• gK=J" sin 6c ; f.",,0.9m. (1.11) 

G'f' '6 • m I } r. = • cos C M'II.I {(1-a')' -~(1+a')+2a-· sin2a . 
Bn M' M' 

(1.12) 

Thus, r. is practically independent of sin2a. 

Figure 4 illustrates the behavior of the quantity 

as a function of a for a lepton L Z with mass M = 1. 8 GeY 
(r!O) = r.(m =0». We note that r. /rz increases notice
ably with increasing (a). 

3. The decay L ± -+VL (ilL) + p± 

For this decay we havetBO] 

and 

(1.13) 

f.= G'M'm.'cos'6c 11.1 {(1-a')'+ m.' (1+a')-2~-6a~sin2a} 
4nf.' M' M' M' • 

(1.14) 

Comparing (1.7)-(1.9) with (1.14) we see easily that 
the value of r p /r z (at 0 < a < 0.39; see Fig. 4) depends 
much more weakly on the current structure than r./rz. 
The increase of rp/rz with increasing a is also slower. 

4. Many-~adron decay L ± -+VL (ilL) + hadron continuum 

The theoretical investigation of many-hadron L Z de
cays is fraught with very large uncertainties. Usual
ly[Bo.Bl] (at m~ >->1 Geyl) one uses arguments based on 
asymptotic chiral symmetry and the quark model, and 
the contribution to r COllt from these states to the total 
width of the L Z decay is determined by formulas (1.3)
(1.5) at 
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cont 
p, =0, 

(1.15) 

Here 

R(q') =0 (e+e--hadrons)/a ..... (L 16) 

This procedure, however, is not fully justified in the 
mass regionM:52 GeY «m~):S1.5 Geyl), where a sub
stantial role is played by few-particle and resonant 
states. It is quite pOSSible, for example, that pt«p[, 
inasmuch as at such (m~) the overwhelming part of p t 
can be due to the Al mesons. tBS] In addition, there are 
at present no reliable measurements of R(q2) in the 
region of interest to us. 

In the mass region M::;2 GeV there are opened thresh
olds connected with the production of new hadrons, par
ticularly mesons: L+ - vL(F+, F*+, .•• ) (F+, F*+ =cs, 
where c and s are the charmed and strange quark), and 
with increasing M the contribution to the widths of the 
many-particle decays, for example from the weak cur
rent (Cs), become Significant. At very large M this con
tribution can become comparable with the contribution 
of ordinary hadrons (r badr)Q (in the colored-quark model 
we have (rbadr)Q =3rz t21,23]). 

At sufficiently large values of M, the quantity B z = r,/ 
r tot, which determines the yield of anomalous e IJ. events 
in e+ e- annihilation, may therefore turn out to be much 
less than the value B z =0. 2 at M=1. 8-2. 0 GeY. In addi
tion, at large M there can appear new lepton or quark 
currents, and the width r tot can acquire a contribution 
from the cascade decays of L Z into lighter leptons or 
(and) new hadrons. 

APPENDIX II 

The differential cross sections for 1T(K) production in 
the process e+ e- - r + r (- ilL + p- (K"'» is given by the 
formula 

_",_,d_'(J_v = _3..:..~_vB_v_a_·m_v_' _ [(1- _m_' )" + _m_v' (1 -+- _m_' \ _ 2 _m_v' 1-' 
d'k, 16E'M'k'(k,')'k, M' M' M'I M' 

X 1+-+-(1-z')+--' (3z'-1) {[ M' r' ",' ] 
E' 2E' 2k,' 

[ M' 1 
X (mv ' """,,," + ""2 M(M-"")k",) InX 

M . 
- 2 - ",.'", , [(x",'-m.'M') '1.- (x,.'-m,'M') 'I.] 

mv 
+~-[X"'(Xm'-m"M')'I'_XII(x"'-m"M')'I']++m"M'lnX ] 

+ 3z'-1 [~w ·''''''+.!..M(M-'''')k "l 
k.'E' mv" 2 ' 

x[ +[X",(X""-m"M') ·I·_X" (xlI'-m,'M') 'h] 

+ ~ m,'M'lnX-""E[ (xm'-m,'M')".-(X .... -m •• M')',.]] 

t ~:;,1 [:v "",,,,',,,,E[xm(x,,,'-m.'M') 'I·_X,. (x,.'-'-m,'M') '1·+m,'M" In X] 

-{""E + l!.."",,,,,) (.!..(Xm'-m.'M')"-.!..(xM'-m,'M')" 
\ mv 3 3 

+m,'M'[ (xm'-m,'M') '1.- (x,,'-m,'M') 'I'j ) 

+ + (X .. (Xm'-m,'M') "-XM (xM'-m.'M')"· + 
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Here z = cos 6, 6 is the 1T(K) emission angle, and the other 
symbols are defined in the text. 

APPENDIX III 

When the width of the V meson is taken into account, 
formula (12) with m ~O is replaced by 

1 rl.ay 1 48fly By ( M2 ) --=--- 1+-a ... dT) N M' 2E' 
'" dx 1 X!. (x'-m.'M')'" {[x' -2x (M'-m'+m,'-m,') 

1 1 1 ] +-(M'-m')' +-m'(m,'-3m,')--M'(3m,'-m.') I, (x) 
16 8 8 

my' , 
+ 16(3M'-m'+4m,'-8x)I,(x) 

(m,'-m,') [ i .+ , (M'-m') , +-(3M'-m') (m,'-m.')-4x(M'-m') JI.(x) 
8mv 2 

+ 16~v' {M'-m')'(m,'-m,')'I, (x) }, 

where 

I/.-my' mv'-I/, f v 
l,(x)= arctg---+ arctg---, l.(x)=l,(x)+--Y, 

mvfv mvfv 2m. 

I. (x) = (1 + fv: )-' [I,(x)+~(21n~- Y)], 
mv ~mv 1/, 

l,(x) = (1+ ~:: r' [( 1- ~:: )l,(x) 

( f v' ) (1 1) f v ( 1/, Y)] +mvfv 1+--, --- +- 2ln-- , 
mv 1/, 1/. mv 1/, 

(I/,-my') '+m,,'f v' 
Y= In ( , )'+ 'f'; mv -1/. mv y 

• M' 2Muov o 2Mlullvl 
I/",=m+ ---.. -± .. 

M'-x 
uo==~, lui =~(x'-m"M')"'. u=(M'+m;'-2x)'''. 

M 

Ivl=(vo'-m')'''; 

B ( m') 8' ] +- 1+- -2- . 
M' M' M' 

The limits Xl and xa in the integral depend on the pion 
energy wl: 

,a) at m,";;;;ro,";;;;(ff),'E-rTc,')/M 

Ero,-rk,";;;;x";;;;Ero,+rk" 

b) at (ff)·E-rTc.')/M,,;;;;ro,";;;; (ff),'E+rTc,')/M 

Ero,-rk,";;;;x,,;;;;Mff),·. 

-The values of w* and k* are 

ff),'=[M'+m,'-(m+m,)'l/2M, 
«,'=( iil,"-m,') "'. 

1)Leningrad Institute of Nuclear Physics, USSR Academy of 
Sciences. 

2)Following Perl, we shall call this the T~ lepton, and leave the 
symbol L~ for the general case without reference to reac
tion (1). 
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3)Contemporary experimental data do not exclude other possi
bilities. For example, as discussed in detail in(m, in prin
ciple one could identify vT with a right-hand electronic or 
muonic neutron [(V")R' (v,,)Rl. Of critical importance for the 
determination of the nature of VT are searches for the radiative 
decays T~ - e~(jI') +y. 

"It must be borne in mind, however, that in principle the T can 
appear also as products of the decay of new heavy mesons 
(e.g., charmed ones: r-VT+T+). 

5)We recall (e. g. , (20-231) that single production of strange 
mesons in the T~ decays (3) has a low probability because of 
the factor tan2BC(Bc fs the Cabibbo angle), and pair produc
tion is suppressed, in particular, because the phase volume 
is small. For leptons with M> 2 Ge V (when charmed hadrons 
can' be produced), this suppression may not occur. We note 
that the observation of the decay (5) makes it possib.1e, in 
particular, to confirm reliably the existence of AI' 

6)Our attention was recently called to JUl article by .Pais and 
Treiman" (271 whose conclusion that the integrated angular 
distributions of the decay particles have a universal charac
ter if their mass is neglected agree with our conclusions • 
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Asymptotic estimates of high order perturbation theory 
approximations in scalar electrodynamics 
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Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 73, 1658-1674 (November 1977) 

The asymptotic behavior of the expansion coefficients of the Green's functions in a perturbation theory 
series is found with an accuracy up to a factor preceding the exponential. In order to obtain the form of 
the solutions of classical equations with fmite action for which a saddle exists in the functional integral for 
the Green's functions a specialized perturbation theory is used, the parameter of which is the ratio of the 
orders of perturbation theory in terms of the coupling constants e and g. 

PACS numbers: 03.50.Kk 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In earlier papers of one of the authors (L.N. L.) a 
method was proposed for estimating high orders of per
turbation theory for the Green's functions based on the 
saddle-point method of calculating corresponding func
tional integrals. [1] Although in these papers only scalar 
field theory mOdels were conSidered, with the interac
tion Hint =gl{J"/nl in D=2n/(n - 2)-dimensional Euclidean 
space-time, it was shown that the method of calculating 
can be transferred to other more interesting field mod
els. In the present paper we obtain asymptotic formulas 
for high orders of perturbation theory in scalar electro
dynamics. We regard this result as an intermediate 
stage preceding the main problem-obtaining asymptotic 
estimates in spinor electrodynamics. The solution of 
this problem would certainly be of interest both from the 
point of view of an approximate calculation of higher ra
diative corrections to observable quantities of the type of 
the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, [21 and 
also from a purely theoretical point of view as a method 
of going beyond the framework of perturbation theory in 
the problem of internal selfconsistency of quantum elec
trodynamiCS. (3) 

The first indications of the divergence of the perturba
tion theory series in quantum electrodynamics were ob
tained by Dyson. ['1 He gave qualitative arguments in 
favor of the Green's functions having a singularity at the 
origin in terms of the fine structure constant a. This 
singularity arises as a consequence of the instability of 
the theory for a<O. Within the framework of quantum 
mechanics of the anharmoniC oscillator the nature of the 
singularity in terms of the coupling constant was investi
gated in the papers by Va'inshtelnt5l and Langer. [61 The 

exact asymptotic formula for the expansion coefficient 
for the energy of the ground state of an anharmonic os
cillator was obtained in the paper by Bender and Wu. [7) 

Until very recently, there existed in quantum field theory 
only rough estimates of high orders of perturbation the
ory (cf., for example, Ref. 8). The saddle-point method 
of calculating the functional integral utilized in Ref. 1 
enables one to construct asymptotic formulas in princi
ple of arbitrary accuracy in the form of an expansion in 
inverse powers of the order of perturbation theory. This 
method was generalized by the authors of Ref. 9 to the 
case when the scalar field has an internal symmetry 
group. They also showed that an analogous approach 
can be formulated for the problem of estimating high 
orders in the E-expansion due to Wilson. This provided 
the possibility of calculating with greater confidence 
critical indexes in the theory of second-order phase 
transitions[91 and in Regge theory. [tOl 

Asymptotic estimates in perturbation theory enable 
one to calculate the nature of the singularity in the case 
of small coupling constants. [11] In Ref. 12 the question 
is discussed of the summability in the Borel sense of 
the perturbation theory series under the condition that 
the theory does not contain solutions of classical equa
tions appropriate to the physical sign of the coupling con
stant. Summation of the perturbation theory series ac
cording to Borel is equivalent to replacing it by a Wat
son-Sommerfeld integral under the coruJitions that the 
coeffiCients are analytic in the index. The evaluation of 
the sum of the perturbation theory series with the aid of 
the Watson-Sommerfeld transformation was utilized in 
Refs. 1 and 13. 

Bogomol'ny'i[14] and Parisi[151 generalized to field the-
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